
Minutes of June 25, 2014 Mediation Collaborative Law Committee Meeting 
 
 

In attendance were Adam Cordover, Jean Westin, Sharon O’Day, Steve Berzner, Cole 
Jeffries, Charles Jamieson, Kathy Beamer, Sheila Furr, Jonathan Gorman, Matthew Capstraw, 
Lori Caldwell Carr, Mary Elias, Joe Hunt, Ron Bornstein and Bob Merlin. 

 
The meeting began at 9:45 am. Bob Merlin distributed the Minimum Standards for 

Certification of Collaborative Attorney Practitioners, Mental Health Practitioners/Facilitators and 
Financial Professionals that the Subcommittee on Standards for Certification and Training 
prepared. A copy of the Standards is attached to these minutes. Much discussion was held about 
the different standards. Jon Gorman thinks that being a certified mediator should be required, not 
just attendance at a mediation course. Cole Jeffries noted that such a requirement would require 
everyone to maintain their mediation certifications. Jon suggested that we put on mediation 
ethics seminars to meet the requirements for mediation recertification. Sheila Furr asked whether 
the Committee can create a webinar for mediation ethics to make it more accessible for everyone 
around the state. Sharon O’Day asked whether we have reached out to other sections of The Bar. 
Cole and Bob explained why that has not been done and the problems that have existed in the 
past with other sections of The Bar. 
 

A conversation was held to discuss how we should proceed with the Executive Council. 
Matt Capstraw suggested that we ask the section to support the Collaborative bill without 
spending any money for a lobbyist. Kathy Beamer said that we should be one of the five priority 
bills for next year. She also commented that there is a danger that another bill could be attached 
to the Collaborative bill. 
 

Jon suggested that we get articles written in newspapers around the state to promote the 
bill when it is before the Legislature, talking about the benefits of the bill, such as promoting co-
parenting, saving money for the government and promoting the best interests of children. Sheila 
suggested that we create a list of the issues that the opponents to the statute are harping on so we 
can address those issues. 
 

Jon and Sheila questioned paragraph 6 of the Financial Standards and a discussion was 
held about whether standards should require the participation in Collaborative cases and if so, the 
extent of that “participation.” The question was raised whether “participation” would include 
observations and whether a participation or observation means from the beginning to the end, 
and if not, what minimum level of participation or observation should be required. 
 

A number of attendees spoke in favor of creating and promoting mentorship programs in 
the various Collaborative communities. 
 

The conclusion of the Committee is that the standards should be sent back to the 
subcommittees for a more definitive definition of “participation”, possibly changing it to read, 
“participation including, but not limited to, observations,…” The Committee also felt that the 
standards between the three disciplines should be uniform, so they should be rewritten. 

 


